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Abstract

Many researches that deal with the torsional vibrations phenomenon in crankshafts are considered constant inertias connected to sections of mass less shafting taking into account variation effects of torques only on crank units during running. In reality, crank mechanism with slider piston vibrates with varying inertias and this will lead to additional torsional vibrations depending on the number of cylinders in internal combustion engines.

In this research, inertias of crank mechanisms with different number of cylinders are studied. By solving the ordinary differential equation of torsional vibrations caused by inertia continuous deviation using mathematica and matlab computer programs, graphs of crankshafts torsional oscillation was sketched to compare among torsional vibrations of different internal combustion engines with different number of cylinders.
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Nomenclature:

I \text{ Moment of inertia of rotating parts (kg.m}^2\text{)}
I_1 \text{ Moment of inertia flywheel (kg.m}^2\text{)}
I_R \text{ Ratio of the reciprocating parts inertia to the total inertia of the system}
k_t \text{ Torsional stiffness of crankshaft (N.m/rad)}
m_r \text{ Mass of reciprocating parts (kg)}
R \text{ Crank radius (m)}
r \text{ The ratio of the crankshafts angular velocity to the systems natural frequency.}
T \text{ Kinetic energy (W)}
V \text{ Potential energy (W)}
\omega \text{ Angular velocity of crankshaft (rad/s)}
\omega_n \text{ Natural frequency of the system (neglecting the effect of inertias variation).}
\theta \text{ Angular displacement of the crank unit (rad)}
β  Angular displacement of flywheel (rad)
α  Angle of crank twist (rad)

1- Introduction:

Vibrations in machines and structures should be analyzed and controlled if they have undesirable effects such as noise, unpleasant motions, or fatigue damage with potentially catastrophic consequences.

A crankshaft is subjected to many periodical dynamic loads causing vibrations, consequence stresses and noise which are drastically increased from the engine block, especially from crankcase [1]. Nowadays, due to increased demands for comfort and reliability in modern vehicles, well-developed solutions have been required. One of the most common solutions is that which deals with torque generated by the engines and as a result angle of twist of their crankshafts. Thus, the study of torsional vibrations in the internal combustion engines is of great significance.

Torsional vibrations are the characteristics of nearly all rotational machines and devices. In the case of reciprocating internal combustion engines the use of a viscous TVD assembled to the crankshaft or a double mass rubber damper reduce the torsional amplitudes [2]. However, the most common sources of this kind of vibrations are:

- Variable gas pressure in the cylinder of an engine which can be estimated by measuring the vibration amplitude at the housing of the main bearing of crankshaft [3].
- Inertia forces of a crank mechanism.

Measuring the torque generated in reciprocating engines is not possible so the theoretical approach is used to determine the dynamic torque [4]. Gas pressure torque acting on the crankshaft changes constantly because of the intermittent pressure on the piston and the dependency of the geometry (connecting rod, crank) on the crank angle. So the shaft alternately winds and unwinds to a small extent with a certain natural frequency. Length and mass of the crankshaft are most significant factors that affect the crank natural frequency. A crankshaft with large length and mass will be rotate with lower value of natural frequency and it may be so low as to equal to the frequency of the combustion impulses at some particular engine speed [5]. Resonance will then be occurred between the forced impulses and the natural frequency of the shaft causing dangerous vibrations during running. So, a cast ductile iron crankshaft with suitably designed damper is more convenient than forged steel crankshafts [6]. Nowadays, it is well known that a number of engines are built with large pistons so there are critical running speeds of running at which the torsional vibrations of the crankshaft become large in amplitude and introduce an element of danger into the system.

The torsional vibration phenomenon in reciprocating engine is usually simulated by a series of discs with constant inertias connected to a mass less shaft. While in reality, the slider crank mechanism is a vibrating system with varying inertia because the effective inertia of the total oscillating mass of each crank assembly varies twice per revolution of the crankshaft. A large variation in inertia torques leads to a rising in the phenomenon of secondary resonance in torsional vibration of mode engines.

The demand of a uniform turning moment and a comfort dynamic balancing has led to the production of six, eight, and even twelve-cylinder engines where questions of first cost are not of primary importance. Twisting here will change linearly along engines crankshafts [7]. This study is to compare among torsional vibrations (caused by moment of inertias) of internal combustion engines with different number of cylinders.
2- Mathematical model:

The simplest way of calculating crankshafts torsional oscillations can be obtained by assuming a reciprocating mass moves with simple harmonic motion. The kinetic energy (T) of the system is given by:

\[ T = \frac{1}{2} \theta^2 (I + m_r R^2 \sin^2 \theta) + \frac{1}{2} I_1 \beta^2 \]  

(1)

The potential energy (V) of the system is:

\[ V = \frac{1}{2} k_c (\theta - \beta)^2 \]

(2)

The Lagrange's equation for the co-ordinate \( \theta \) is:

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial (T + V)}{\partial \theta} \right) = 0 \]

So, the equation of motion will be:

\[ \theta'' (I + m_r R^2 \sin^2 \theta) + \theta \theta' m_r R^2 \sin \theta \cos \theta + k_c \alpha = 0 \]

(3)

Making use of; \( \beta = \omega t \) and \( \theta = \omega t + \alpha \) then:

\[ \theta'' = \omega \left( 1 + \frac{d\alpha}{d\theta} \right) \]

\[ \theta''' = \omega^2 \frac{d^2 \alpha}{d\theta^2} \]

So equation (3) could be reformed as followings:

\[ (I + m_r R^2 \sin^2 \theta) \omega^2 \frac{d^2 \alpha}{d\theta^2} + m_r R^2 \sin \theta \cos \theta \left[ \omega^2 + 2\omega^2 \frac{d\alpha}{d\theta} + \omega^2 \left( \frac{d\alpha}{d\theta} \right)^2 \right] + k_c \alpha = 0 \]

The term \( \left( \frac{d\alpha}{d\theta} \right)^2 \) can be neglected because of its limited value and the previous equation will take the following form:
\[
\left( I + \frac{1}{2} m_r R^2 \left( 1 - \cos 2\theta \right) \right) \omega^2 \frac{d^2 \alpha}{d\theta^2} + m_r R^2 \omega^2 \sin 2\theta \frac{d\alpha}{d\theta} + k_r \alpha = -\frac{1}{2} m_r R^2 \omega^2 \sin 2\theta \ldots \quad (4)
\]

Make use of:

\[
I_R = \frac{1}{2} \frac{m_r R^2}{I + \frac{1}{2} m_r R^2}
\]

………………………………………………………………………… (5)

Where, \((I_R)\) represents the ratio of the equivalent moment of inertia of the reciprocating part to the total equivalent moment of inertia of the system.

And make use of \((r = \omega / \omega_n)\) which represents the ratio of the angular velocity of the shaft to the natural frequency of the crank system where:

\[
\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{k_r}{I + \frac{1}{2} m_r R^2}} \quad \text{(Rad/s)}
\]

………………………………………………………………………… (6)

Then equation (4) will take the following final form:

\[
(1 - I_R \cos 2\theta) \frac{d^2 \alpha}{d\theta^2} + 2I_R \sin 2\theta \frac{d\alpha}{d\theta} + \frac{1}{r^2} \alpha = -I_R \sin 2\theta \quad \ldots \quad (7)
\]

### 3- Theoretical calculations:

Equation (7) gives a direct relationship between the angle of twist and the angle of rotation for the crankshafts, so it was selected in this research using \((\varepsilon = 0.34)\) and \((r=1/12)\) [8]. Solutions for this equation must be obtained firstly before applying for any reciprocating engine with a different number of cylinders. Runge-Kutta method is the most widely used method of solving differential equations with numerical methods. Mathematica can efficiently solve a set of ordinary differential equations based on the Runge-Kutta method by a function called NDSolve [9]. Comparing with the mass-spring system, the initial conditions necessary to solve this ODE are as follows [8, 10]:

1. The angle of twist caused by inertia variation \((\gamma)\) at \((\theta_1=0)\) is negligible.
2. Derivative of \((\gamma)\) with respect to \((\theta_1)\) is equal to zero at \((\theta_1=0)\).

The phase difference between consequence ignition processes depends on the number of cylinders and the arrangement of them. In this research, (In-line) arrangement was studied with number of cylinders of \((1, 2, 3, 4, \text{and } 6)\). Thus the angles of phase for the tested engines will be as in table-1.
Table-1  Phase angles for the tested engines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>System of arrangement</th>
<th>No. of cylinders</th>
<th>Phase angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In-line</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4\pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In-line</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2\pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>In-line</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.333\pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>In-line</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>\pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>In-line</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.667\pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4- Results and discussion:

The use of the matlab program (listed in appendix I) and the mathematica program (listed in appendix II) with phase angles illustrated in (table-1) gives the same results. Results are interpolating functions with interval of (0 - 4\pi) radians which represent two revolutions of crankshafts (four strokes) so that solutions of equation (7) repeated themselves every (4\pi) radians for all five selected engines. Those solutions were visualized as diagrams of angles of crank twist against angle of crank rotation as in figures (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) for engines with a number of cylinders of (1, 2, 3, 4, and 6) respectively (Y-axis represents angle of crank twist while x-axis represents crank rotation angle). Table-2 illustrates numerical values of angles of twist for every (0.5 rad) of rotation.

Most researches that deal with analyzing crankshaft torsional vibrations consider a constant inertia for each crank unit and study only the torsional vibrations caused by the main torque during running (i.e. it represents crankshaft as a number of high inertia discs connecting with a mass less shaft). Gregory [8] carried out further investigations by constructing solutions of the non-linear equation for an idealized single cylinder engine system and improved that the above assumption is wrong since the inertia of each crank unit of crankshaft will be a function of crank angle of rotation.

Our results agree with Gregory results for a single cylinder engine and show that crankshafts will be twisted regardless of the main effect of pressure variation inside cylinders due to the effect of the cyclic variation of inertia of the reciprocating parts. The use of programming in solving equation (7) gives us a good ability to deal with multi cylinder reciprocating engines. Results show that the number of cylinders is a very effective parameter in this process. In the case of (In-line) reciprocating engines, increasing the number of cylinders does not mean always that an increasing in crank twist will be occurred for the same dimensions of pistons, connecting rods, and crank radius. That was because we took into account the variation of crank units inertia during running (increasing of inertia of any crank unit will be consequent with decreasing of inertia of the next unit and vise versa). That was very significant from figures (3 and 5). Maximum amplitude occurred with an engine of 4-cylinders while the minimum amplitude occurred with the single cylinder engine. That was because in case of the crankshaft of a 4-cylinder engine and for every angle of rotation there are two pistons have the same location between top and bottom dead centre while in the opposite side (single cylinder engine) there are only one piston at each location inside the cylinder so it will have half amplitude of that of 4-cylinder engines.

Engines with (3 and 6) cylinders will oscillate with an equal frequency because they have the same angular arrangement of their crank units which is larger than of oscillation of engines with single cylinder. And an engine with a single cylinder will oscillate with a similar frequency that of engines of (2 and 4) cylinders.
Table-2  A sample of angle of twist for the tested engines via angle of rotation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>θ1 (rad)</th>
<th>γ (rad)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engine with single cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 π</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 π</td>
<td>-0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 π</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 π</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 π</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 π</td>
<td>-0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 π</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 π</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 π</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 π</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 π</td>
<td>-0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 π</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8 π</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 π</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 π</td>
<td>-0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 π</td>
<td>-0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 π</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8 π</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 π</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5- Conclusions:

1. Reciprocating engines vibrate with varying inertias and this variety in inertias will leads to additional torsional vibrations depending on the number of cylinders.
2. Increasing the number of cylinders of a reciprocating internal combustion engine does not mean always that an increasing in angle of twist (caused by inertia forces) will be occurred.
3. An engine of 4-cylinders has maximum inertias torsional vibrations amplitude while the minimum amplitude occurred with the single cylinder engine.
4. Inertias torsional oscillation of six-cylinder engines is equal to that of three-cylinder engines and more than of (2 and 4) cylinders engines.
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Fig. (1) crank twist against angle of rotation for engine with single cylinder
Fig. (2) crank twist against angle of rotation for engine with 2-cylinder

Fig. (3) crank twist against angle of rotation for engine with 3-cylinder
Fig. (4) crank twist against angle of rotation for engine with 4-cylinder

Fig. (5) crank twist against angle of rotation for engine with 6-cylinder
Appendix I
(Matlab program used in solving equation 5)

function [ y , z , x ] = webren4 ( f , g , y0 , z0 , a , b , n )
h = ( b – a ) / n ;
x ( 1 ) = a ; y ( 1 ) = y0 ; z ( 1 ) = z0 ;
for I = 1 : n
k11 = h * feval ( f , x ( i ) , y ( i ) , z ( i ) );
k21 = h * feval ( g , x ( i ) , y ( i ) , z ( i ) );
k12 = h * feval ( f , x ( i ) + (1/2) * h , y ( i ) + (1/2) * k11 , z ( i ) + (1/2) * k21);
k22 = h * feval ( g , x ( i ) + (1/2) * h , y ( i ) + (1/2) * k11 , z ( i ) + (1/2) * k21);
k13 = h * feval ( f , x ( i ) + (1/2) * h , y ( i ) + (1/2) * k12 , z ( i ) + (1/2) * k22);
k23 = h * feval ( g , x ( i ) + (1/2) * h , y ( i ) + (1/2) * k12 , z ( i ) + (1/2) * k22);
k14 = h * feval ( f , x ( i ) + h , y ( i ) + k13 , z ( i ) + k23);
k24 = h * feval ( g , x ( i ) + h , y ( i ) + k13 , z ( i ) + k23);
y ( i + 1 ) = y (i) + (1/6) * ( k11 + 2 * ( k12 + k13 ) + k14 );
z ( i + 1 ) = z (i) + (1/6) * ( k21 + 2 * ( k22 + k23 ) + k24 );
x ( i + 1 ) = x (i) + (0.2) * pi * h;
end
disp (‘y(i)                   z(i)               x(i) ’)
disp('-----------------------------------------------')

Appendix II
(Mathematica program used in solving equation 5)
a=NDsolve[{{(1-0.34 Cos[2*θ1])} y''[θ1]+(0.68 Sin[2*θ1])}
y'[θ1]+(144+0.68 Cos[2*θ1]) γ[θ1]==-
0.34*Sin[2*θ1],γ[0]==0,γ'[0]==0},γ, {θ1,0,4 π}]
Clear[θ1]
b=NDsolve[{{(1-0.34 Cos[2*(θ1+2 π)])} y''[θ1]+(0.68 Sin[2*(θ1+2 π)])}
y'[θ1]+(144+0.68 Cos[2*(θ1+2 π)]) γ[θ1]==-0.34*Sin[2*(θ1+2
π)],γ[0]==0,γ'[0]==0},γ, {θ1,0,4 π}]
Clear[θ1]
d=NDsolve[{{(1-0.34 Cos[2*(θ1+1.33 π)])} y''[θ1]+(0.68 Sin[2*(θ1+1.33
π)])} y'[θ1]+(144+0.68 Cos[2*(θ1+1.33 π)]) γ[θ1]==-0.34*Sin[2*(θ1+1.33
π)],γ[0]==0,γ'[0]==0},γ, {θ1,0,4 π}]
Clear[θ1]
e=NDsolve[{{(1-0.34 Cos[2*(θ1+2.67 π)])} y''[θ1]+(0.68 Sin[2*(θ1+2.67
π)])} y'[θ1]+(144+0.68 Cos[2*(θ1+2.67 π)]) γ[θ1]==-0.34*Sin[2*(θ1+2.67
π)],γ[0]==0,γ'[0]==0},γ, {θ1,0,4 π}]
Clear[θ1]
\(\text{g=NDSolve[\{(1-0.34 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+\pi)]) \ \gamma''[\theta_1]+(0.68 \ \sin[2*(\theta_1+\pi)])\}
\gamma'[\theta_1]+(144+0.68 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+\pi)]) \ \gamma[\theta_1]]
0.34*\sin[2*(\theta_1+\pi)],\gamma[0][0],\gamma'[0][0],\gamma,\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi}\}]
\text{Clear[\theta_1]}
\text{i=NDSolve[\{(1-0.34 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+3 \ \pi)]) \ \gamma''[\theta_1]+(0.68 \ \sin[2*(\theta_1+3 \ \pi)])\}
\gamma'[\theta_1]+(144+0.68 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+3 \ \pi)]) \ \gamma[\theta_1]]
0.34*\sin[2*(\theta_1+3 \ \pi)],\gamma[0][0],\gamma'[0][0],\gamma,\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi}\}]
\text{Clear[\theta_1]}
\text{k=NDSolve[\{(1-0.34 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+0.67 \ \pi)]) \ \gamma''[\theta_1]+(0.68 \ \sin[2*(\theta_1+0.67 \ \pi)])\}
\gamma'[\theta_1]+(144+0.68 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+0.67 \ \pi)]) \ \gamma[\theta_1]]
0.34*\sin[2*(\theta_1+0.67 \ \pi)],\gamma[0][0],\gamma'[0][0],\gamma,\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\}]
\text{Clear[\theta_1]}
\text{o=NDSolve[\{(1-0.34 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+3.33 \ \pi)]) \ \gamma''[\theta_1]+(0.68 \ \sin[2*(\theta_1+3.33 \ \pi)])\}
\gamma'[\theta_1]+(144+0.68 \ \cos[2*(\theta_1+3.33 \ \pi)]) \ \gamma[\theta_1]]
0.34*\sin[2*(\theta_1+3.33 \ \pi)],\gamma[0][0],\gamma'[0][0],\gamma,\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\}]
\text{Plot[Evaluate[\gamma[\theta_1]/.a],\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\}]}\)
\text{Plot[Evaluate[\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.b\}],\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\},\text{PlotRange}\rightarrow\text{All}]}
\text{Plot[Evaluate[\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.d+\gamma[\theta_1]/.e\}],\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\},\text{PlotRange}\rightarrow\text{All}]
\text{Plot[Evaluate[\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.g+\gamma[\theta_1]/.b+\gamma[\theta_1]/.i\}],\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\},\text{PlotRange}\rightarrow\text{All}]
\text{Plot[Evaluate[\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.k+\gamma[\theta_1]/.d+\gamma[\theta_1]/.b+\gamma[\theta_1]/.e+\gamma[\theta_1]/.o\}],\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi\},\text{PlotRange}\rightarrow\text{All}]
\text{Do[Print["\theta_1",\theta_1,"\gamma_1",\gamma[\theta_1]/.a,"\gamma_2",\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.b,"\gamma_3",\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.d+\gamma[\theta_1]/.e,"\gamma_4",\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.g+\gamma[\theta_1]/.b+\gamma[\theta_1]/.i","\gamma_6",\{\gamma[\theta_1]/.a+\gamma[\theta_1]/.k+\gamma[\theta_1]/.d+\gamma[\theta_1]/.b+\gamma[\theta_1]/.e+\gamma[\theta_1]/.o\}],\{\theta_1,0,4 \ \pi,0.2\pi\}]]}